Ranking ligand binding affinities with avidin: a molecular dynamics-based interaction energy study.
The binding of 14 biotin analogues to avidin is examined to evaluate the viability of calculating binding free energy based on molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories. Two approaches were investigated in this work. The first one uses the linear interaction energy approximation, while the other approach utilizes the interaction free energy. The results obtained from these two methods were found to correlate well with the experimental binding free energy data for 10 out of 14 ligands. For the other four ligands, both methods overestimate their binding strength by more than 7 kcal/mol. Free energy calculations using the thermodynamic integration method are employed to understand this overestimation. The effect of protein flexibility on binding free energy calculation and the effect of charged or neutral ligands on the calculated results are discussed. MD simulations are shown to be able to provide insight into the interactions occurring in the active site and the origins of variations in binding free energy.